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Vaccinated Placentas
Dr. James Thorp presents disturbing images of placentas in vaccinated
mothers

Etana Hecht
8 hr ago

I’m sorry if the title of this post is jarring. Unfortunately, we’re in a moment where we

need to be blunt in order to wake people up and confront our situation.

Dr. Naomi Wolf made an appearance on Warroom last night with Mr. Steve Bannon in
order to present some new horrifying information. It’s getting more and more di�cult
to share this information, but the only way out of this darkness is to go through it and
understand what we’re facing.

While the legacy media had no problem jumping down Dr. Wolf’s throat the minute
there was a quickly corrected mathematical error regarding one of the team’s reports,

the media conveniently ignore the rest of the information that the Daily Clout/Warroom
team discovers and publicizes. The legacy media really can’t have it both ways, and as
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alternate media grows stronger by the day, we are going to push this information out to
the public no matter what.

Vaccinated Placentas

There have been many news stories and data sets, including those featured heavily in the
P�zer documents themselves, that point to major issues surrounding fertility including
pregnancy issues, menstrual irregularities, miscarriages, and newborn and fetus harm in
what feels like an attack on the full human reproductive system.

Dr. James Thorp is a Board-Certi�ed Obstetrician Gynecologist and Maternal Fetal

Medicine Physician with over 43 years of obstetrical experience. While serving as a
very busy clinician his entire career he has also been very active in clinical research
with almost 200 publications. Dr. Thorp currently sees about 8,000 high risk
pregnancies per year. He has served as a reviewer for major medical journals and
served on the Board of Directors for the Society of Maternal Fetal Medicine for four
years. He served in the United States Air Force as an Obstetrician Gynecologist

having been awarded a Health Professions Scholarship for his medical school
education. Dr. Thorp testi�ed in the US Senate under the Bush administration in
2003 for his expertise in treating the fetus as a patient with in-utero therapies. Most
recently Dr. Thorp has focused his research e�orts on the COVID-19 pandemic and
published several peer-reviewed scienti�c publications documenting the dangers of

the vaccine in women of reproductive age and in pregnancy

Dr. Wolf summarized a video interview in which Dr. Thorp presented a picture of a
placenta of a woman who was in her third trimester of pregnancy and had received the
P�zer Covid vaccine 8 weeks prior. He said this is not uncommon in placentas 8 weeks
post-vaccination, and he’s noticing a pattern of this state of the placenta. There’s a

netting of calci�cation that’s not meant to be there. The white area surrounding the
placenta lobes represents calci�cations from serious in�ammation. Typically this
�nding is associated with the slowing of the growth of the fetus, reduced amniotic �uid
volume, and abnormal fetal surveillance testing. The dark circle on the right may be
indicative of a blood clot.
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Link to Video

This woman took a Covid shot and now she has a seriously compromised placenta and a
baby in danger. The FDA, the CDC, and P�zer themselves have all strongly
recommended, and in some situations mandated that pregnant women get a P�zer
vaccine (in order to keep their job, for example). This is not the result that should occur

from ANY drug, let alone one that was coerced onto an entire population at once,
without proper studies.

Dr. Chris Flowers, a member of the Daily Clout research team put together this side-by-
side image of what a placenta should look like, versus the vaccinated one.
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Of course, over a year ago Dr. Wolf got blocked by the NYT and de-platformed by
Twitter for pushing back on the notion that the Covid vaccines were safe and e�ective
for pregnant women and asking to see the studies.

As a long-time journalist with a focus on female health and reproductive issues, Dr.

Wolf has understood for a long time that if you want to pick up on signals that are
happening to women, you need to LISTEN to the women. Women speak to each other,
and nurses speak to each other. Anecdotes were coming out early and o�en, with nurses
talking about delivering babies early because of damage to placentas, and moms
discussing concerns over developmental delays that they noticed in babies born a�er
their pregnant mothers got vaccinated.

There is now a constantly growing pile of evidence regarding harm to vaccinated women
and their babies, and the image provided by Dr. Thorp will be added to the list of

Listen to the Women!
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anecdotes, data sets, and evidence that is being gathered on this topic. Just to mention a
few other examples:

There was an article written back in April in the Epoch Times detailing Dr.

Thorp’s experience as a high-risk obstetrician, and the unprecedented changes
he’s seen take place since the vaccine rollout

BBC Scotland reported 10-year highs in neonatal deaths. Starting from Nov 2021,
the neonatal death rate spiked so high that it triggered automatic investigations
into the matter.
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Igor Chudov has done a meticulous job tracking the suddenly plummeting

birthrates in highly vaccinated countries.

Igor s̓ Newsletter

New Data from Germany: Births and Even Abortions are Down!

Three weeks ago, I wrote an article about Germany, highlighting a very large

and consistent drop in births starting January this year, 9 months after

vaccination of young people began, until March. Since then, I found more

data regarding Germany: Arkmedic pointed out that April births are

available…
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Read more

2 months ago · 446 likes · 414 comments · Igor Chudov

Alex Berenson presented information from Singapore that demonstrates a sharp
decline in birth rate beginning 9 months a�er the vaccine rollout.

Unreported Truths

More frightening news about fertility and the mRNA shots, this

time from Singapore

Singapore knows how to make its people behave. The Asian city-state is

famously uptight. It punishes criminals with caning and has prohibited

chewing gum since 1992. (Do not under any circumstances deal drugs in

Singapore; a 41-year-old man was sentenced to death after being caught

with two pounds of cannabis in 2018…

Read more

a day ago · 602 likes · 98 comments · Alex Berenson

Dr. Thorp and Dr. Ryan Cole are in the planning stages of collaborating to do a

pathological analysis on pieces of the placenta from women who got vaccinated during
their pregnancy and compare them to ultrasound images with spike protein stains. They
need some resources, and hopefully, someone reading this will be able to help! They
need some clinicians and funding in order to move forward. Please comment below if
you might be able to help.

For a broader understanding of Dr. James Thorp’s experience and concerns, check out
this conversation he had last week. He discussed how he was swayed to change his mind

Call to Action
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about the safety of the Covid vaccines- hopefully, many more are on the brink of doing
the same.
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From telling women not to take medication or drink wine in pregnancy to "yeah, take this

experimental gene therapy. Little Mengele and his henchperson Rochy say it's fine."
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